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APPROACH

The Botanic Gardens and Parks Authority (Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions)

undertook surveying regarding community satisfaction and use of Bold Park.

Three methods of engagement were used, intercept surveys of park users within Bold Park, non park users in

surrounding areas, and a matching online survey.

The survey effort sought to understand values, levels of satisfaction and priorities for improvement. The results will

inform development of the 2022-2026 Bold Park Management Plan and ensure the park is proactive in meeting

the needs of the community.

Questions asked were based on the Yardstick Parks User Survey, a survey of park visitors (typically carried out

annually) designed to record visitor expectations, satisfaction and behaviour. The questions were as similar as

possible for all three methods. The in-park intercept surveys are considered the most accurate as responses are

based on the user's experience on that day (a snapshot), rather than more general "all visits". The online survey is

likely to have caught the widest variety of users, while the off-site intercepts will have gathered information from

the people that may have not completed a survey otherwise.

IN-PARK

OUT-OF-PARK

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

ONLINE

132 intercept surveys of people using Bold 

Park between   mid-June and mid-July 

2021.

157  intercept surveys of people in the  
community, outside of Bold Park, between 
3-8th of July 2021.

1080 survey respondents to an online

questionnaire  

from 23rd June 2021 to 25th July 2021. 



OVERVIEW

Key Findings:

Average Satisfaction:

In-Park Intercept Survey: 84.1%

Out-of-Park Intercept Survey: 78.8%

Online Survey: 80.7%

Combined average satisfaction: 81.2%

Overall Satisfaction (% either satisfied or very satisfied):

In-Park Intercept Survey: 100%

Out-of-Park Intercept Survey: 95.4%

Online Survey: 86.4%

Combined overall satisfaction: 93.9%

Environmental management, the bushland and biodiversity

Security/sense of safety

Cleanliness

Highest Satisfaction

SUMMARY

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Overall satisfaction is a requirement for the departmental 2020-21
Budget Statements as an Outcome and Key Effectiveness Indicator, with
a target of 85% average satisfaction. 

Public conveniences (toilets, drinking water)

Interpretive signage

Seats and tables

Lowest Satisfaction

67% of all respondents 
to the online survey said that "being in nature" 

was the thing they enjoyed most about Bold Park 
although it also resonated through the majority of responses

across all three engagement methods. 
The tranquil and wild nature of the park with its spectacular

views make the park a popular destination for locals.



OVERVIEW

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Across all three survey methods 2760 comments where gathered in
response to "what do you enjoy most about Bold Park?" 



OVERVIEW

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Across all three engagement methods 1610 comments where gathered in
response to "if you could make a change to Bold Park what would it be?"



OVERVIEW

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Walking, especially with the dog, was the most common activity
undertaken in the park across all three survey methods. 



KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Across all forms of engagement 5 key issues were consistently

raised which warrant further consideration:

DOGS

BIKES

Tension exists between dog owners wishing for more

off-leash opportunities and those who would prefer to

see greater control and restriction.

Basic facilities such as toilets and drinking water were

very commonly requested.
FACILITIES

Most users enjoy the "natural" trail experience, the long

distance loops and hills for those seeking a challenge

and a view. Clearer signage, more seats and

maintenance to improve accessibility where commonly

requested.

TRAILS

BUSH

A large number of advocates for mountain bike trails

responded to the online survey, many citing how

appropriate the terrain is for such use.

The bushland is adored, and many users would like to

see greater weed control efforts and enhanced

environmental education signage.



DOGS

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Tension exists between dog owners wishing for more off-

leash opportunities and those who would prefer to see

greater control and restriction.

In-Park Intercept surveys: 27.3%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 40.6%

Online Survey: 30%

"Walking the dog" was the second most common park activity

across all methods. 



DOGSBIKES

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

A large number of advocates for mountain bike trails responded

to the online survey, many citing how appropriate the terrain is

for such use.

In total the surveys received 397 requested changes, and 74 comments relating to

enjoying cycling in the park, for a total of 471 comments on bike related issues.

In-Park Intercept surveys: 4%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 18%

Online Survey: 24%

How many people ride to the park?

In-Park Intercept surveys: 2.3%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 9.7%

Online Survey: 23%

How many people ride in the park?

*the 74 comments reflected here where all received via the online survey, bar 2.



DOGSBIKES

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

A large number of advocates for mountain bike trails responded

to the online survey, many citing how appropriate the terrain is

for such use.



DOGSFACILITIES

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Basic facilities such as toilets and drinking water

were very commonly requested.

In-Park Intercept surveys: 52.8%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 65.2%

Online Survey: 58%

How satisfied with "public conveniences"?

(100% = very satisfied)

Toilets and drinking water in combination account for 234 comments, 18% of all

requested changes to the park (toilets 9%, drinking water 9%).

119 comments (9%) requested additional and clearer signage such as trail maps.



DOGSTRAILS

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

Most users enjoy the "natural" trail experience, the long distance

loops and hills for those seeking a challenge and a view. Clearer

signage, more seats and maintenance to improve accessibility

where commonly requested.

In-Park Intercept surveys: 83.2%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 78.8%

Online Survey: 77%

How satisfied with the paths, tracks and trails?

(100% = very satisfied)In-Park Intercept surveys:

75.8% walking

27.3% walking the dog

24% jogging/running

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 

83.2% walking

40.6% walking the dog

20.6% jogging/running

Online Survey:

74% walking

30% walking the dog

24% jogging/running

How any people use the trails?



DOGSBUSH

KEY ISSUES

BOLD PARK SURVEYING

The bushland is adored, and many users would like to see greater weed

control efforts and enhanced environmental education signage.

In-Park Intercept surveys: 92.7%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 90.1%

Online Survey: 93%

How important is biodiversity/the bushland?

(100% = very important)

In-Park Intercept surveys: 80%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 91.8%

Online Survey: 85%

How satisfied with bushland?

(100% = very satisfied)

Wildflower Observation

In-Park Intercept surveys: 2.3%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 34.8%

Online Survey: 27%

Bird watching 

In-Park Intercept surveys: 3.8%

Out-of-park Intercept surveys: 14.8%

Online Survey: 20%

Common bushland related activities in the park:




